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Abstract. Identifying the location of nodes in wireless networks is a major challenge because its 

accuracy impacts the efficiency of location-aware protocols and applications. This paper 

presents a novel localization scheme called Multi-hop Localization through Model Selection 

(MLMS) which can significantly improve localization accuracy in different irregular networks. 

The proposed scheme contains three steps: data collection, establishing the skeleton model, and 

location estimation. In the data collection step, the proximity information of the irregular 

network is collected. In the establishment of the skeleton model step, the skeleton model among 

the practical distances and the proximity among nodes is constructed using regression which is 

supervised by Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Specifically, the skeleton model when the 

BIC value is the smallest is deemed to be optimal. In the location estimation step, any unknown 

node calculates its location in a distributed manner using the optimal skeleton model. The 

simulation results demonstrated that the proposed scheme can greatly reduce the estimation error 

and quickly achieve estimation location in networks with different irregular topologies. 

Simulation results show that, compared with similar algorithms recently reported, MLMS 

improves localization accuracy by more than 32 %. 

Keywords:  Bayesian information criterion, irregular networks, model selection, multi-hop 

localization, skeleton model  

1 Introduction 

The interactions between man and nature will change drastically when 5G mobile communication 

technology officially enters in commercialization phase and realizes inter-person, inter-thing, and 

person/thing information transmissions without the limit of time and space [1-3]. The location 

information of mobile devices is the premise and foundation of developing other 5G applications, as it 

provides the location information of monitored events or traced objectives, and offers technical support 

for improving routing efficiency of the network, optimizing network coverage, realizing topology control, 

etc. According to the previous researches, wireless localization can be divided into single-hop 

localization and multi-hop localization [4]. The single-hop localization relies on direct communications 

between the node to be localized and the reference node (a node with known location) and a typical 

example is satellite localization. However, mankind spends more than 80% of time in complex and 

closed spaces (e.g., buildings in cities, forests, etc.) [5]. In such environments, satellites are difficult to 

directly connect with mobile terminals, and relay nodes are needed to assist them in information 

exchange between satellites and the mobile terminals. Localization that relies on relay nodes for 

information exchange is defined as multi-hop localization.  

In multi-hop localization, the location of the node to be localized relative to the reference node (also 

known as the anchor node) is obtained first, and then the absolute location information is obtained 
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through exchanging information with wireless network and collaboration. Multi-hop localization can be 

further divided into range-based and range-free [4]. Range-based multi-hop localization requires 

installation of hardware devices on nodes, then the specific location is found out after figuring out 

estimated distance between the unknown nodes and the anchors through a wireless measurement 

technology (such as radio signal strength (RSS), time of arrival (ToA), and time difference of arrival 

(TDoA) [4]). Range-free multi-hop localization relies on connectivity information between nodes (e.g., 

hop count) to estimate distances between nodes and requires no installation of hardware devices. The 

method of using hop count to describe distances between nodes is easy to implement and has low 

requirements on hardware. It is very suitable for localization in large-scale scenarios. Over the past years, 

various multi-hop localization methods have been proposed [8-14]. However, most of previous methods 

[8-9] are based on assumptions that the network topology is regular and no obstacles are present in the 

area. In other words, no large holes are present in the network topology. In practical networks, however, 

the presence of obstacles leads to failed node communications, resulting in holes in the network topology. 

Hence, the network topology is usually irregular in practical cases. Assuming two-node pairs (N1/N3 pair 

and N2/N4 pair) with similar Euclidean distances (
1 2 3 4

N N N N
d d� , see Fig. 1) are present in the network, 

and there are huge differences (
1 2 3 4

N N N N
h h� ) in the hop distance of information transmission in their 

routes due to the presence of obstacles. If some unknown node adopts these two node pairs for location 

estimation, the estimation results with a substantial difference will be obtained. 

 

Fig. 1. Irregular network 

Vural et al. [6] conducted a series of experiments and found that distances corresponding to different 

hop counts are homogeneously distributed. If both anchors and unknown nodes are present in the 

network, hop counts and distances are in one-to-one correspondence. Based on the previous studies and 

practical distributions of anchors and unknown nodes, we propose a novel Multi-hop Localization 

through Model Selection (called MLMS). The propose MLMS algorithm is composed of three steps: the 

data collection step, establishing the skeleton model step, and location estimation step. First, the shortest-

path (hop-counts) of the given network is collected. Second, the relationships between practical distances 

and proximity among nodes are modeled using a regression approach which is supervised by the 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Finally, each node achieves its location by the multilateration 

approach in a distributed manner. To guarantee trade-off model accuracy and estimation accuracy during 

establishing the skeleton model, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [7] was employed for model 

selection in this paper. In this way, the correlations of variables were effectively considered, efficiency 

and accuracy of localization were guaranteed, and the proposed algorithm applies to various network 

environments. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review some of the existing multi-hop 

algorithms. We present the network model and propose our scheme in section 3. In section 4, we discuss 

simulation setup and parameters and analyze the simulation results of the proposed methods with those of 

previous methods via relevant analysis using plots and tables. We conclude the paper in section 5. 

2 Literature Review  

The DV-hop localization algorithm [8] is currently the most widely recognized multi-hop localization 

method. In DV-hop, the location information of anchors was spread over the entire network via broadcast 

and the average per-hop distance in the network was computed based on the hop counts and the practical 
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distance between different anchors. Then, the product of the average per-hop distance and hop count 

between the anchor and the unknown node is viewed as their estimated distance. Finally, multilateration 

is employed to estimate the location of the unknown node. Despite its high efficiency and low cost, the 

DV-hop algorithm has not been widely applied as it doesn’t consider the effects of irregular topology. 

Another approach is Selective 3-Anchor DV-hop (Selective-3) [9]. The idea is to choose the best 3 

anchors to compute the coordinates of an unknown node. Specifically, three anchors are selected 

according to the connectivity between nodes and used them to estimate the location of the unknown node. 

However, the Selective-3 is not convincing as its method of obtaining the optimal 3 anchor nodes comes 

from a special case, rather than a complete theoretical derivation. Indeed, simulations based on codes 

provided in that author’s doctoral dissertation revealed that the estimation accuracy of the Selective-3 

algorithm is superior to the ordinary DV-hop algorithm only. Meanwhile, the Selective-3 algorithm is 

limited by complicated calculations in the selection of anchors, resulting in long calculation time. Hence, 

the Selective-3 algorithm is not an ideal option for real-time calculations. 

Xiao et al. [10]. proposed the Reliable Anchor-based Localization (RAL) algorithm. In RAL, the 

expected progress in the amorphous method is analyzed and a lookup containing the correlation of hop 

count and minimum hop length is designed [11]. In this lookup, different hop counts are set to match 

different expected progress. In the process of localization, the RAL algorithm eliminates the unreliable 

anchors (with large accumulated errors) and only chooses reliable anchors to carry out localization by 

searching and comparing the elements in the lookup. If reliable anchors near the node to be estimated are 

insufficient, the RAL algorithm may employ unknown nodes that have been localized as new anchors for 

localization. Yan et al. [12] considered that irregular networks caused heteroscedasticity problems during 

distance estimation, and then they proposed an optimal weighted DV-hop method (OWDV-hop). In this 

approach, localization results are ensured to be optimal by using optimal weight functions to eliminate 

heteroscedasticity and using a geometric constraint algorithm to correct the outlier estimation location. 

Recently, the Accurate Analytical-based Multi-hop Localization (AAML) is presented in [13]. In AAML, 

distances between any two nodes are estimated using the local distribution with nodes linked in pairs, 

then the preliminary estimation of unknown nodes is conducted by using a weighted hyperbolic equation, 

and at last, anomalous location estimations are corrected with the help of weighted Taylor series and 

geometric constraint algorithm. Nevertheless, the AAML algorithm heavily depends on the distribution 

density of nodes. In other words, the AAML algorithm can only deliver good results at high density of 

nodes.  

It has one of the research hotspots in recent years that improve localization performance using machine 

learning techniques. Machine learning-based localization approaches utilize the correspondence between 

the distribution character of the anchors and metrical information and correlate and build a skeleton 

model to estimate the locations of the unknown nodes. Compared with the conventional methods, 

machine learning-based methods can effectively clarify the information behind data such as network 

topology and node correlation thus, effectively improving the localization efficiency. Lee et al. [14]. 

proposed LSVR and MSVR, which are two Support Vector Regression (SVR)-based multi-hop range-

free localization methods. In LSVR and MSVR, the relation between hop count and practical distance is 

non-linear. Distances between nodes are predicted using SVR which is based on kernel technique. 

According to the principle of Occam’s razor [15], the more the complicated model, the higher is the 

chance of overfitting. Hence, SVR-based localization methods may be exposed to overfitting with the 

increased quantity of anchors, resulting in degraded localization accuracy. Additionally, SVR-based 

localization methods are readily exposed to complicated calculations and the kernel parameters in the 

kernel functions are manually set, resulting in poor applicability of SVR-based localization methods. 

3 Network Model and the Proposed Algorithm 

3.1 Network Model  

Suppose there are n nodes deployed randomly in a flat space. They form a linked network through ad hoc 

network technology, in which the first m (m<<n) nodes known their locations, and the rest n – m nodes 

are unknown nodes to be localized. Define the real coordinates of the anchor a as ca, where 
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{ }1,2, , ;a m∈ �  define the real location of the unknown nodes to be estimated as cu, where 

{ }1, 2, , .u m m n∈ + + � . Without loss of generality, the following assumptions can be made: 

(1) All nodes belong to the same type, which means they have identical communication radius r. 

(2) The communication range of a node is a circle with the node as the center and r as the radius. 

(3) Nodes can get the information of their adjacent nodes by sending and forwarding messages, 

adjacent relation model is { }&&
i ij

R j j i d r= ≠ < . Herein, Ri refers to the adjacent node collection of 

node i, i and j refer to any two nodes in the network, dij refers to the Euclidean distance between two 

nodes, which is defined as: 

 ( ) ( )

1

22

, 1

,

n

ij i j

i j

d i j d
=

⎛ ⎞
= = −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑ c c   (1)  

If any node i  and j  are linked, their metric information can be obtained, which is minimum hop count, 

shown as ( ) { }, 0,1,2, .
ij

h i j h= � �  The minimum hop count vector of node i  and other linked nodes in 

the network is [ ]
T

1 2
, , ,

i i i in
h h h= �h , and the minimum hop count matrix among nodes in the whole 

network is [ ]1 2
, , ,

n
= �H h h h . Thus, multi-hop localization problem can be abstracted to the process of 

solving estimated coordinates ˆ
u
c  of the unknown node u under the constraints of the coordinates ca of the 

anchor a and hop count hau between the anchor a and the unknown node u. Herein, the process of 

distance estimation between anchors and unknown node can be abstracted to a mapping function: 

( ) ( )ˆ: , ,f h a u d a u→ , where 
,

ˆ

a u
d  refers to the estimated distance between the anchor a and the unknown 

node u. The estimated location ˆ
u
c of the unknown node u) is expected to approach cu. 

3.2 Multi-hop Localization Through Model Selection 

Node localization in the MLMS algorithm consists of three stages: data collection, model development 

and location estimation. 

Step 1 Data collection. Hop counts and distances between nodes are collected for model development. 

For the entire network, the broadcast messages sent from any node { }, 1,2, ,i i m∈ �  to other nodes in the 

network contain its number, hop count information and coordinates (if it is an anchor). When the 

program runs for some time, every node in the network has got the minimum hop count with all the other 

nodes. Therefore, there is communication cost ( )2O n  in data collection phase. In this way, any anchor in 

the network can form a global matrix (H) with minimum hop count between anchors and a global matrix 

(D) with minimum distances between anchors. 

Step 2 Establishing the skeleton model. Through data collection, any anchors { }, 1,2, ,
i

N i m∈ �  collect 

other (m-1) hop count and distance data pair ( )
,

, , 1, ,
k i k
d k m k i= ∩ ≠�h . Assuming that the constraints 

for estimation of inter-node distances is a mapping function: 

 ( ) T

i j i j i
f e= +h hθ   (2) 

where, θi refers to the estimation model for distance between anchor Ni and other (m-1) anchors. To 

prevent the problem of inconsistent quantity level when the scale of network, node communication radius 

and other factors change, and the hop count and physical distance are converting, the standardized 

processing is done to data pair (hk, di,k) in advance.  

Fig. 2 shows a typical multi-hop network. As illustrated, from N1 to N2, node 1→2→3→4→5 needs to 

be passed, if N1 and N2 are source node and objective node, respectively. Therefore, there is correlation 

in the hop counts between nodes and vectors in the hop count matrix of the hop count/distance 

conversion model are very likely to have correlations. In this case, constraints are needed during model 

development (i.e., model penalty is needed). 
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Fig. 2. Data exchange between nodes 

The objective function of distance estimation model shall be: 

 ( )
2 2

,
i i i

λ λ= − +L d Hθ θ θ  (3) 

where L refers to a likelihood function, λ refers to the penalty parameter. 

The hop count distance mapping model is: 

 { } ( )
12 2 T T

i

ˆ argmin
i i i i

λ λ
−

= − + = +β d H H H I H dβ β  (4) 

Herein, the effects of the penalty term are proportional to the value of λ. If λ→0, Eq 4 degrades to a 

general least square. As shown in Fig. 2, nodes are related to each other and λ = 0 is not valid. If λ→∞, 

the loss function contains the penalty term only and its minimization inevitably leads to 0
i
=θ . Hence, 

the selection of λ is the key step in establishment of accurate mapping correlation of hop count and 

distance. The mapping correlation model of hop count and distance was obtained by minimizing residual 

sum of squares of minimized hop count and physical distance of anchors. Intuitively, increasing the 

quantity of anchors leads to enhanced accuracy of model β. Nevertheless, increasing quantity of anchors 

will lead to increased system cost and exacerbated variance of β. In other words, increasing quantity of 

anchors leads to degradation of estimation accuracy in the following localization stage. Therefore, λ with 

balanced a can only be obtained by balancing residual and variance via model selection. Among criteria 

commonly used for model selection (AIC and BIC), BIC was employed for hop count-distance mapping 

model selection. BIC is defined as:  

 2 lnBIC L p n= − +  (5) 

where, p refers to the quantity of parameters, L refers to a likelihood function and n refers to the quantity 

of anchors. Its single calculation complexity is O (1). 

The literature [7] points out that the λ corresponding to minimum BIC was regarded as the optimized 

one. In the operation process, select BIC through Newton-Raphson method iteration, until it reaches 

minimum. The complexity of single calculating BIC is O (1). 

Step 3 Location estimation. In the development of mapping model, any unknown node in the network 

corresponds to m optimized mapping models of hop count and distance. Once hop counts between the 

unknown node and anchors connected to this node are obtained, the distances between the unknown node 

and anchors can be estimated. Define m mapping models received by the unknown node (u) as 

( )1 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,
m

�θ θ θ , hop counts between u and m anchors are ( ),1 ,2 ,
, , ,

u u u m
h h h�  and estimated distances 

between u and m anchors are: 

 ( ) ( )
T

T T

,1 , 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ

u u u m u m u u m u
d d f f⎡ ⎤= = =
⎣ ⎦

� � �d h h h hθ θ   (6)  

If m ≥ 3, its own location is estimated in a distributed manner through multi-lateral estimation. The 

complexity of multi-lateral estimation is O (m3) and m is the quantity of anchors. Fig. 3 shows the flow 

chart of the proposed MLMS algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. The framework of MLMS. The framework of MLMS  

The data is collected during the network initialization phase. After that, the mapping is firstly trained 

by BIC, using supervised data consist of the known hop-counts and physical distances. At last, in the 

location estimation phase, the physical distances of the unknown node are predicted by the learned 

mapping and estimate location using multilateral and anchor node coordinates. 

4 Simulations Results 

This section analyzes and evaluates efficiency of the MLMS algorithm through simulations. Comparison 

of the MLMS algorithm, RAL [10], Selective-3 [9], OW DV-hop [12] and LSVR [14] was done. Kernel 

parameters needed to be set for LSVR. These however, were manually set in the original paper, which 

made the algorithm lack self-adaptive ability, the self-adaptive setting of kernel parameter method [16] 

was adopted in this paper. 

Simulations were realized by MATLAB and nodes are assumed to be randomly and homogeneously 

distributed in the irregular network topology. For each experimental condition, simulations were 

executed for 80 times and the results were statistically analyzed. To be fair, root mean square(RMS) error 

[17]was adopted as the basis for evaluation of average localization error. RMS is defined as: 

 ( ) ( )( )2 2

1

1 ˆ ˆ

t
N

i i i i

t i

RMS x x y y
N

=

= − + −∑   (7)  

where, ˆ ˆ( , )
i i
x y  refers to the estimated coordinates of the i-th node, ( ),

i i
x y  refers to the practical 

coordinates of the i-th node and Nt refers to the quantity of nodes to be localized. 

Since network irregularity, anchors quantity, execution efficiency are the key parameters for 

evaluation of localization algorithm efficiency, efficiency evaluation and statistical analysis were 

conducted for these parameters. 

4.1 Effects of Irregular Network Topology 

Fig. 4 depicts typical network topological shapes for evaluation of irregular network localization 

efficiency. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters in this section. 
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(a) C-shaped Topology (b) S-shaped Topology (c) Z-shaped Topology 

   

(d) Selective-3, RMS = 163.26 (e) Selective-3, RMS = 160.41 (f) Selective-3, RMS = 126.01 

   

(g) RAL, RMS = 151.60 (h) RAL, RMS = 179.54 (i) RAL, RMS = 135.25 

   

(j) OW DV-hop, RMS = 36.32 (k) OW DV-hop, RMS = 42.01 (l) OW DV-hop, RMS = 42.36 

Fig. 4. The location estimation results for C-shaped, S-shaped and Z-shaped topologies by different 

algorithms 
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(m) LSVR, RMS = 37.39 (n) LSVR, RMS = 78.19 (o) LSVR, RMS = 60.27 

   

(p) MLMS, RMS = 24.64 (q) MLMS, RMS = 26.77 (r) MLMS, RMS = 25.12 

Fig. 4. The location estimation results for C-shaped, S-shaped and Z-shaped topologies by different 

algorithms (continue) 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameters Value and description 

Distribution areas and topological shapes of nodes 400*400, C-shaped, Z-shaped, S-shaped 

Communication model and communication radius  Regular, R=40 

Quantity and distribution of nodes 400, random, homogeneously distributed 

Quantity of anchors 25 

 

In Fig. 4(d) to Fig. 4(r) describes separately the localization results where the MLMS algorithm and 

four algorithms of same type exhibit same distribution under different network topologies. Herein, round 

shape indicates the practical location of the unknown nodes, diamond shape indicates estimated location 

of the unknown nodes, hexagram indicates anchors, real coordinates and their estimated coordinates of 

unknown nodes are linked with straight lines. The longer the lines the larger is the localization error.  

As illustrated, the Selective-3 algorithm and the RAL algorithm exhibited poor resistance to irregular 

network topology, although distance estimation by the RAL algorithm had a certain degree of rationality 

compared with the Selective-3 algorithm. Therefore, there was a similarity between estimated locations 

and the network topology. The idea of distance estimation of Selective-3 came from some exceptions. 

Although its localization accuracy was higher than RAL, the estimated locations were chaotic. OW DV-

hop and LSVR greatly improved the localization accuracy in the irregular network. LSVR treated the 

estimation of inter-node distances as regression prediction, but there were too many parameters in SVR, 

which led to over-training and overfitting of mapping the models, making the estimated location of 

unknown nodes on one of the curves in the network. OW DV-hop significantly improved the localization 

accuracy in irregular networks by weakening the heteroscedasticity problem resulted from the error 

accumulation. However, it sets anomalous estimated location as the closest anchors, resulting in high 

dependence on the number of anchors. The proposed MLMS algorithm has not only avoided the 

problems mentioned above but greatly improved localization accuracy (RMS was significantly lower 

than other algorithms). Compared with the Selective-3, RAL, OW DV-hop, and LSVR, the localization 

accuracy of proposed MLMS has respectively increased by about 84.91%, 83.75%, 32.17% and 34.11% 

in C-shaped network. Compared with the Selective-3, RAL, OW DV-hop, and LSVR, the localization 

accuracy of proposed MLMS has respectively increased by about 83.31%, 85.09%, 36.28% and 65.77% 
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in S-shaped network. Compared with the Selective-3, RAL, OW DV-hop, and LSVR, the localization 

accuracy of proposed MLMS has respectively increased by about 80.07%, 81.43%, 40.70% and 58.33% 

in Z-shaped network. 

4.2 Effects of Quantity of Anchors 

In RAL, OW DV-hop, LSVR and the proposed MLMS, anchors are needed while estimating the general 

distance per hop of nodes and also to assist the estimated location of the unknown nodes in the final 

location estimation. Therefore, anchors’ quantity has vital influence on the efficiency of localization 

algorithm. This section examines influence of quantity of anchors on average localization error by setting 

different anchors quantity. Table 2 shows the simulation parameters in this section. 

Table 2. Simulation parameters 

Parameters Value and description 

Distribution areas and topological shapes of nodes 400*400, C-shaped, Z-shaped, S-shaped 

Communication model and communication radius  Regular, R=40 

Quantity and distribution of nodes 400, random, homogeneously distributed 

Quantity of anchors 10, 15, …, 40(step sizes adopt 5) 

 

Fig. 5 shows RMS distribution of different quantity of anchors described with boxplot after 80 

experiments. It could be seen that when anchors quantity increased, the RMS median of OW DV-hop, 

LSVR and the proposed MLMS algorithm decreased monotonically, and among them the accuracy of 

MLMS was optimal and the localization efficiency was more stable (span of boxplot was small). When 

the quantity of anchors was different, RMS distribution of Selective-3 and RAL was wide and the RMS 

median did not decrease when the anchors quantity increased. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

Selective-3 and RAL are not the location estimation suitable for irregular networks. 

   

(a) C-shaped topology (b) S-shaped topology (c) Z-shaped topology 

Fig. 5. Distributions of estimation errors of different algorithms with different quantities of anchors in 

4.3 Execution Time 

In this group of experiment, execution time distribution of Selective-3, RAL, OW DV-hop, LSVR and 

MLMS in 80 experiments in different anchors quantity and different network topological environment 

were compared. Experiments were arranged to be completed on DELL PC Server with Intel Xeon CPU 

E5-2630 v4 2.20 GHz, 32G RAM, Windows Server 2008 R2. All algorithms parameters of the 

simulation experiment are the same as those in Sect. 4.2.Each algorithm was run multiple times and the 

final statistical information was described with error bar graph. Fig. 6 shows the distributions of running 

times of different algorithms with different quantities of anchors in (a) C-shaped topology, (b) S-shaped 

topology, (c) Z-shaped topology. It is observed that Selective-3 adopted method of permutation and 

combination to select anchors and its calculation time increased rapidly as anchors’ quantity increased. 

When anchors reached 40, the average calculation time of Selective-3 in C-shaped, S-shaped, Z-shaped 

topology were 692.39, 677.56, 681.43, respectively, which were far larger than other four algorithms of 

the same type. On the other hand, the proposed MLMS algorithm calculation time was better than RAL, 

close to OW DV-hop and LSVR, and was slightly more than the latter two algorithms. 
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(a) C-shaped topology (b) S-shaped topology (c) Z-shaped topology 

Fig. 6. Distributions of running times of different algorithms with different quantities of anchors in  

Table 3 provides an overview of the multi-hop localization algorithms in terms of accuracy, anchors 

amount and cost. All algorithms have their own characteristics and suitable applications.  

Table 3. List of various localization algorithms for performance 

Localization algorithm Accuracy Anchors amount Cost 

Selective-3  Low Low High 

RAL  Low Median Low 

OW DV-hop  High Median Low 

LSVR High Median High 

MLMS High Median Median 

 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed an enhancement to multi-hop localization to compute localization estimation 

for irregular networks. The localization problem was formulated as a regression problem, and the 

solutions were proposed using the skeleton model which is supervised by the Bayesian Information 

Criterion (BIC). Only simple shortest-path (hop-counts) among the nodes was used as measurements, and 

each node estimated its own location in a distributed manner. This proposed algorithm relies on training 

of a skeleton model based on the correlations of distances and hop counts between anchors to effectively 

compensate heterogeneity of networks. During training, corrected BIC was introduced to evaluate the 

merits of from hop-count to distance conversion model, which improved the generalization capacity of 

model prediction and then increased localization accuracy. Simulations were conducted to compare the 

proposed algorithm with the previous algorithms under a variety of conditions including different 

irregular networks, various anchor populations and localization time. Compared with the previous 

algorithms, it was observed that the proposed algorithm exhibit better performance in terms of the 

localization accuracy and its stability. 

Although the proposed algorithm can achieve higher localization performance, the proposed algorithm 

still has its disadvantage, namely sensitivity to the number of anchors. This will be the main direction of 

our future work. Besides, we only consider the two-dimensional localization in this paper, how to apply 

the proposed method to the three-dimensional spatial localization is also the future research direction.  
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